China and the US are headed
towards a ‘decoupling’
But any rupture is likely to fall short of the
separation the word implies.

The ‘Line of Actual Control’ is the name for
the unformalised border that separates
Indian-controlled and Chinese-controlled
territory in the disputed area where the
Asian neighbours meet and where in 1962
the pair fought a war. In June, violence flared
up again and at least 20 Indian soldiers
(and an unknown number of Chinese
troops) were killed. The response of India’s
government? New Delhi banned 59 Chinese
mobile applications, including ByteDance’s
popular video-sharing TikTok and Tencent’s
messaging, social media and mobile payment
WeChat.
The Indian government’s move to ensure the “safety and security
of Indian cyberspace” was yet another incident to strain the
relationships between China and the US and their respective allies.
Tension between China and the US over data, Hong Kong, military
reach, human rights, investment, the South China Sea, Taiwan,
technology and trade is fashioning talk of a ‘decoupling’ between
the pair.[1]
If globalisation is the free flow of goods, capital, people,
information and ideas, how to define a decoupling? One extreme
would be another Cold War-like separation between the world’s
two most powerful countries and their allies where economic ties
almost evaporate. The benign extreme might be a token split.
The term could cover any division in between.
The China-US decoupling is likely to be a mild separation for
five reasons, even if their antagonism flares at times. First, their
rupture is not the ideological and existentialist clash that was
the Cold War of 1945-1989.[2] The China-US tussle is more a
mercantilist power struggle between economically interwoven
and flexible countries that have different political systems and
values. Such scuffles typically find an equilibrium where rivals
coexist, even cooperate.[3]
Second, it’s an oversimplification to view the world as settled
into two groups. The US and Europe have disputes over data
privacy and the regulation and taxation of tech companies.[4] It’s
a simplification, too, to talk of the Belt and Road Initiative as a

China-led bloc. The countries involved have no common ideology
and nor is China, which has the challenge of sharing borders –
and handling disputes – with 14 countries, able to impose one.
[5]
Third, the fact that China and the US (and their allies) are so
financially and economically entwined means it would be too
costly, time-consuming and complicated for the powers to
separate. The US relies on China to buy its government debt and
for rare-earth materials. Western companies have production,
commercial and investment ties to China. For its part, China
depends on western banks, universities, agricultural produce,
raw materials and tech parts such as microprocessors.[6] Many
Chinese companies such as Huawei Technologies, Lenovo and
drone-maker SZ DJI Technology depend on foreigners for much
of their revenue. Chinese companies own or have stakes in many
western household names that include GE Appliances, Motorola,
Pirelli and Volvo.
Fourth is that China and the US face common financial and
economic challenges. Both are keen to reinstall sustainable
economic growth, repair their finances and trade with each other.
Fifth, the pair face common challenges away from finance and
economics that can be better met in a cooperative fashion. The
coronavirus pandemic is but one. Others are health issues over
and above the pandemic, the environment including climate
change, failed states, global terrorist organisations and nuclear
proliferation.[7]
Even though the decoupling will be mild, it will consist of two
noticeable tears. The first is broadly around technology and
will be most noticeable in how the internet will segment. But
the internet was rupturing anyway because governments
were always going to extend regulatory powers and security
measures to cyberspace – China first moved against the freedom
of data flows on the internet in 1994 when Beijing passed the
‘Regulations for the safety protection of computer information
systems’ law.[8] The fractured internet or ‘splinternet’ with
the notable ‘Great Firewall of China’ that helps Beijing control
the internet within China means that some countries could
exclusively use US or Chinese tech for critical spheres.
The other tear, helped along by the pandemic highlighting the
importance of ‘health security’, is that production will drift from
China because western countries and companies are unwilling to
rely for critical supplies on a country with divergent interests and
opposing values. Over time, the production capacity shifted could
be noticeable.
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These tears come with costs. Western consumers will face
reduced choice and higher prices as friendly companies
producing essentials are protected and Chinese tech stars
are blocked. Global production networks will be less efficient.
Personal ties between China and the US will be lower than
otherwise, which might come with the cost of, say, reduced
tourism and foreign students. The internet will serve national and
regional interests, not global ideals. Cyberattacks might become
even more common. Spikes in China-US tensions could trigger
gyrations on financial markets. But the costs are likely to prove
mild. People will know that, while insults and feints between
China and the US might look divorce-like, the pair are likely to
remain untrusting and squabbling competitors rather than turn
into foes.
To be sure, the UK and Germany were each other’s biggest
trading partner before World War I. Like in 1914, miscalculations
could trigger a proper decoupling nowadays. China’s large
economy and tech savvy backed by nuclear weapons make it
a bigger threat to the west if things go wrong than was the
USSR, which only had an arsenal. Other tears in the China-US
relationship could be the Chinese public boycotting US brands,
Beijing targeting a specific item (such as Australian wine)
over alleged trade breaches and Washington, exploiting US
dominance of the world’s finance system, expanding financial
sanctions on the Chinese – but these rips are unlikely to get too
large. Western companies were shifting production from China
anyway because Chinese labour costs have risen and concerns
about climate change, tech advancements and other shocks
to global trade could have hastened that trend anyway.[9]
Let’s not mythologise globalisation pre-2020; there were many
impediments to the free flow of things.
The latest iteration of globalisation is forming now. Even allowing
for the barbs between Beijing and Washington, flashpoints
over key technologies and the production of essentials shifting
from China, it might be hard for most westerners to notice the
difference of any China-US decoupling in daily life.

THE INEVITABLE SPLIT
In 2009, the deadliest riots China had seen for 20 years broke
out in Ürümqi, the capital of the northwestern region of Xinjiang.
The government identified that tech-savvy pro-independence
youths were communicating via the web and cracked down on
the internet.[10] The upshot was that Beijing banned Facebook
and Twitter, decisions that perhaps can be taken as the start of
the splinternet.[11]

to reach 5G standards. Tech companies can more easily shut out
companies from rival powers for self-serving reasons. The need
to set global standards on future technology will add to tensions
between countries.
These costs will need to be accepted. The idea that the
worldwide web would live up to its global name was always
naïve. Governments were bound to extend their regulatory
powers and security steps to cyberspace. A one-party state like
China that seeks to control its population was never going to
tolerate the unregulated flow of information on what is effectively
the US-controlled internet (as the intelligence operator Edward
Snowden confirmed in 2013 when he revealed the US and its
allies were conducting global surveillance). Europe, which has
few global tech champions, was always likely to protect its
public. Thus Brussels has sought to impose limits on artificial
intelligence, uphold privacy standards, and police data use
including the ‘right to be forgotten’.[14] The US is more alert
to the threat data flows contain for national security – the
White House in August said data can be misused to “blackmail”
federal employees and “conduct corporate espionage”.[15]
Other countries have noticed that China’s digital protectionism
has allowed Chinese tech companies to flourish. Walling off the
internet is arguably better for cybersecurity. China-US tensions
are just another nudge to entrench the internet’s inevitable splits.

GLUED TOGETHER
Italy’s medical system in March, overwhelmed by the
coronavirus, ran low on essentials. EU partners such as France
and Germany refused to help. In what was almost a propaganda
stunt, the Chinese Red Cross sent Italy a planeload of facemasks,
respirators and other medical supplies.[16]
The episode was one of many during the pandemic that showed
how many vital goods including medicines are sourced from
just-in-time production networks that run through China.[17]
While one solution would be to hold bigger stockpiles at home,
the most touted response is to shift – decouple – production
from China. “The coronavirus shows the importance of bringing
manufacturing back to America,” President Donald Trump said
as the White House in July arranged a loan for Kodak to produce
medicines in the US.[18]
But departing China won’t be easy. Modern supply networks
are of such complexity they are likened to “biological systems”.
[19] They are so entangled that they are compared to “Siamese
twins”[20] or likened to an economic “superfusion”.[21]

The China-US spat is hastening steps towards the day when
the internet, even one with global standards that allow for
interoperability, will feature separate China-led and US-led sets
of hardware and software for the internet, telecommunications,
social media, apps and data storage.[12] Allow for Europe’s push
for ‘digital sovereignty’ and the worldwide web could easily be a
discernible three-way split.[13]

To help understand a world where it’s more accurate to say
‘Made globally’ than ‘Made in China’ or any other country,[22]
the OECD analyses trade in ‘value-added terms’ along the
production line to understand the “true nature of economic
interdependence”.[23] Such analysis shows that Chinese exports
have a foreign content (or components) share of more than
33%, second only to Korea within the G20.

Does it matter? For app celebrities, employees and owners it
does. People in countries that censor the internet will miss out
on some benefits even if that’s only using Wikipedia. Affected
tech companies face limits to the economies of scale they can
achieve. Ecommerce is impeded. Meeting different regional
standards adds to company costs. Reduced competition
boosts prices for consumers. Supply networks might become
regionalised, which could lift production costs. Countries that
shun the 5G-trendsetter Huawei might take longer and pay more

Another way the OECD looks at a country’s contribution to final
output is to assess the ‘domestic value add’ of exports. Such
analysis finds that as China matured from exporting textiles to
sophisticated tech products the domestic value-added content
of China’s exports jumped across nearly all sectors (measured
by the decline in the foreign value-add of Chinese exports from
26.3% in 2005 to 16.6% in 2018).[24] Such findings show that
the money, time and effort required to decouple from China
would almost need to match the decades of investment and
exertion it took to couple with the country.[25]
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The reality is China and the US know they are so financially
entwined it would be too costly not to coexist. At a conference
in July, Graham Allison, the author of Destined for war: Can
America and China escape Thucydides’s Trap, which refers to
how rising and incumbent powers often clash, said China and
the US needed to adopt a modern version of the 11th-century
“frenmity” relationship between the Song Emperor of China and

the Liao kingdom on China’s northern border.[26] And China
needs such a functional friend-enemy relationship over that
disputed border with India too.

[1] China-US trade tensions, US-led moves to exclude Chinese telecom Huawei Technologies from 5G networks, China’s new security law that ended Hong Kong’s political
autonomy, the US response to revoke Hong Kong’s special trading status, China’s maritime
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